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ABSTRACT

An electrically-regenerated electrosorption
developed by Lawrence Livermore National
streams. A salt solution flows through an

process known as carbon aerogel capacitive deionization (CDI) has been
Laboratory (LLNL) for continuously removing ionic impurities horn aqueous
unobstructed channel formed by numerous pairs of parallel carbon aerogel

electrodes. Each electrode has a very high Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) surface area (2.0-5 .4x106 ftz lb-l or 400-1100 m2
g-l) and very low electrical resistivity (<40 mS2 cm). Surface areas of 1.3x107 ftz lb-’ (2600 m2 g-’) have been achieved
with thermal activation. Afier polarization, anions and cations are removed from the electrolyte by the imposed electric
field and electrosorbed onto the carbon aerogel. The solution is thus separated into two streams, concentrate and purified
water. Based upon this analysis, it is concluded that carbon aerogel CDI may be an energy-et%cient alternative to
electrodialysis and reverse osmosis for the desalination of brackish water (< 5000 ppm), provided that cell geometries and
aerogel properties are carefully tailored for such applications.

INTRODUCTION

Desalination of sea water (SW) and brackish water (BW) offers great potential for increasing the availability of fkesh water.
The concentration of salt in SW is typically 35,000 ppm, though it may reach 50,000 ppm in some areas. The
concentration of salt in BW rarely exceeds 10,000 ppm, while most BWs in California have concentrations between 800
and 3200 ppm. These levels must be reduced to less than 500 ppm for drhking water. In some cases, lower product
concentrations are required for agricultural applications. Until now, we have been paying a low price for fresh water.
However the cost may increase dramatically as demand increases and we are forced to use other methods to avail ourselves
of fresh water.

DESALINATION

Most large-scale desalination processes in the world are based on variations of evaporation and distillation. These energy-
intensive, thermal processes require heat that is derived from burning fossil fhel. Despite the huge energy requirements,
thermal processes are favored for SW desalination since large production rates are possible with reasonable investments in
capital equipment. Electrodialysis (ED), electrodialysis reversal (EDR) and reverse osmosis (RO) systems are more energy
efticien$ but require expensive and troublesome membranes, In some specific cases, capacitive deionization (CDI) with
carbon aerogel electrodes may have the potential to serve as “in energy-efficient alternative to thermal and membrane
desalination processes. Carbon aerogel is an ideal electrode material because of its low electrical resistivity (< 40 mQ cm),
high BET surface area (2.0-5 .4x10G ft2 lb-l or 400-1100 m2 q), ,Controllable pore size distribution (S 50 rim), and
monolithic structure. Note that surface areas as high as 1.3x107 ft lb- (2600 m2g-’) have been achieved with activation.
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Thermal Processes

Thermal processes are the oldest and most commonly used methods of desalination in the world. Multistage flash”
evaporation (MSF) is an alternative thermal process that was developed to improve process efficiency and to minimize
operating problems associated with scale formation. Since the introduction of MSF in the 1960’s, about 56’%of the total
installed desalination plant capacity has been MSF. Since heat transfer surfaces in MSF processes are maintained at lower
temperatures than those in submerged-tube multiple-effect systems, problems associated with scale formation are less. In
the case of SW desalination, the combined thermal and electrical energy consumed by a typical MSF system is -320 Wh
gal-’ (304 kJ L-l), compared to the theoretical minimum given here of-2.0 Wh gal-l (1.9 kJ L-l). Energy recovery can be
enhanced by using mechanical vapor recompression (MVC). Such a process consumes -30-41 Wh gal-l (29-39 kJ L-l) [1].

Membrane Processes

Reverse osmosis (RO) is a separation processes which uses membranes to selectively remove water from a salt solution.
RO systems are generally classified as SW (800-1500 psi), standard pressure (400-650 psi), low pressure (200-300 psi) and
nanofiltration (45-150 psi) [2,3]. The minimum energy required for desalinating BW with 1500-2000 ppm TDS has been
estimated to be approximately 2.1-3.1 Wh gal-l (2.0-2.9 kJ L-l), based upon transmembrane pressures for low-pressure RO
systems. Similarly, the minimum energy required for desalinating SW has been estimated to be -8.2 -15.4 Wh gal-’ (7.8-
14.6 kJ L-l). Recent computational analysis by Shields and Moth assumes that RO requires -17-18 Wh ga~] (16-17 kJ L’)
[4]. Other published data indicates that actual SW systems require -25-36 Wh gal-’ (24-34 kJ L-l), depending upon the use
of energy recovery [1]. Estimates based upon the consumption of electricity indicate that a low-pressure system requires
-8.5 Wh gal-*(8.1 kJ L-*)for desalination of BW with 1630 ppm TDS [5]. Extremely large RO plants have been built and
successfully operated. For example, the Yuma Desalting Plant in Yuma, Arizona is the largest RO facili~ in the world and
is operated by the U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation.

In electrodialysis (ED), ionic impurities are separated from water by an imposed electric field that forces ions to migrate
through ion exchange membranes. Oxygen and hydrogen are evolved by electrolysis at the anode and cathode,
respectively. Electrodialysis reversal (EDR) is a variant of ED with periodic voltage reversal to mitigate scale formation
and fouling. It can be assumed that EDR requires -2.0 Wh gal-’ (1.9 kJ Li) per 1000 ppm TDS, with an additional 2.5 Wh
gal-i (2.4 kJ L-l) for pumping and an allowance of 5?Z0 for instrumentation [2]. Thus, it is estimated that EDR requires
-5.8-6.8 Wh ga~] (5.5-6.5 kJ L-l) to desalinate a 1500-2000 ppm BW stream, and -76 Wh gal-i (72 kJ L-l) to desalinate
SW. Other references indicate that EDR requires -7.7 Wh ga~i (7.3 kJ L1) for desalination of BW with 1600 ppm TDS
[5], and -60-75 Wh ga~’ (57-71 kJ L“’) for desalination of SW [6,7].

Flow-Through Capacitors with Activated Carbon Electrodes

There were attempts to desalinate water with activated carbon electrodes in the early 1960’s; however, limitations of the
electrode materials available at that time prevented Mther development. The University of Oklahoma appears to have
been the first group to use flow-through capacitors with activated carbon electrodes for desalination, with seminal
publications that appeared in the early 1960’s [8,9]. Activated carbon powders and fibers were held together in electrodes
by a variety of polymeric binders. Johnson et al. conducted similar studies of reversible electrosorption with beds of
activated carbon in the early 1970’s [10]. Johnson’s work prompted Newman to develop a comprehensive theoretical
model for the capacitive charging of porous carbon electrodes [11]. Additional work was done in Israel several years later
and published in the 1980’s [12-14]. The work in Israel viewed the process as a chromatographic separation. Several
practical problems were encountered with these conventional activated carbon systems. For example, the performance
(electrosorption capacity) of activated carbon was found to degrade with time. In electrodes made with polymeric binders,
significant fkactions of the activated carbon surface were occluded. Electrochemical cells that used flow-through beds of
activated carbon powder as electrodes required membrane separators for electrical insulation and to prevent entrainment of
individual particles in the flow. Furthermore, flow through such porous media is characterized by high pressure drop.
Process efficiency is lowered by large potential drops that develop in thick electrodes, which include packed beds. Finally,
early activated-carbon systems had no provisions for the continuous production of pure water, or for the recovery of stored
electrical energy. Eventually, this approach to desalination was abandoned.
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I
CAPACITIVE DEIONIZATION WITH CARBON AEROGEL ELECTRODES

More recently, an electrochemical process for the capacitive deionization (CDI) and electrosorptive purification of water
with stacks of carbon aerogel composite (CAC) electrodes has been developed by Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory [15-25]. An aqueous solution of NaCl, Na2C03, Na2SO~or another salt is passed between numerous pairs of
carbon aerogel electrodes. After polarization, ions such as Na+ and C~ are removed from the electrolyte by the imposed
electric field and held in electric double layers formed at the surfaces of electrodes. The Gouy-Chapman Theory or the
Stem Modification of that theory can be used to describe the effect of an imposed electric field on the surface charge
density of the electric double layer [26,27]. As desired, the effluent from the cell is purified water. This process is also
capable of simultaneously removing a variety of other impurities. For example, dissolved heavy-metal ions cm” be
removed by electrodeposition or reversible electrosorption, in contrast to simple double-layer charging. After the carbon
aerogel electrodes become saturated with salt or impurity, breakthrough is observed. In process applications, electrodes are
regenerated by electrical discharge prior to breakthrough, which allows the captured salt ions to be released into a relatively
small, concentrated purge stream.

Carbon Aero~el Electrodes

Carbon aerogel is an ideal electrode material because of its low electrical resistivity (< 40 mfl cm), high specific surface
area (2.O-5.4X10s ftz lb”’ or 400-1100 mz g-t), and controllable pore size distribution (< 50 rim). Note that thermal and
chemical activation has been used to achieve BET surface areas of 1.3x107 flz lbl (2600 m2 g-i). Resorcinol-formaldehyde
(RF) aerogels and their carbonized derivatives were first developed by LLNL [28,29]. These very desirable characteristics
have enabled LLNL to use CAC sheets as electrodes in novel supercapacitors with high energy density and high power
density [30]. As discussed here, LLNL has now used CAC electrodes in a variety of configurations to remove ionic
contaminants from water. The CAC used to generate the data shown in this publication was produced at LLNL, as well as
at GenCorp-Aerojet Plant in Sacramento, California. During this first commercial production campaign, it was
demonstrated that a large quantity of high-quality CAC sheets (4000 ft2 or 372 m2) could be mass produced at an apparent
cost of approximately $50 per square foot. It may be possible to reduce the cost to well below $1-2 per square foot in the
future.

In the specific case of carbon aerogel CDI, LLNL has investigated a broad range of cell voltages [15-24]. The best
performance (salt removal) was achieved at *1.2- 1.3 V, though operation at 0.6 V was found to be possible. Successfid
testing was done at solution conductivities of 4, 59, 294, 588 and 5,882 ppm (7, 100, 500, 1000 and 10,000 pS cm”’).
Recent data from experiments with NaCl solutions are represented by Equation 5:

Y = ~13959x0.21718x2.s883
1 2 (1)

where 1’has the units of 10-5equivalents, per gram of carbon aerogel (based on the anode mass alone), Xl has the units of
10-3equivalents per liter of solution, and X2 is given in volts. The agreement between the correlation and experimental
data is reasonably good. This is reflected in the calculated multiple-variable regression coefficient, R2, which is 0.966 [24].
Note that the area-specific electrosorption capacity is then:

(2)

where IVV..altis the formula weight of the salt, p=crogI is the de~sity of the carbon aerogel sheet, fiaero%lis the thickness of
the carbon aerogel sheez and Yis the electrosorption capacity, calculated with an empirical expression established by linear
regression analysis of actual data. From the Gouy-Chapman theory developed for simple planar electrodes, one might
expect the surface charge density to have a square root dependence on electrolyte concentration. It is believed that the
failure to observe square-root concentration dependence is due to self-shielding effects experienced by the porous carbon
electrodes.

It is noteworthy that activated carbon powders with BET surface areas as high as 1.5x107 ft2 lb-*(3000 m2 g-i) are readily
available. However, it is believed that only a small fraction of the BET surface area is electrochemically active. Though
BET solace areas are frequently quoted, the electrosorption capacity, given as equivalents adsorbed per gram of carbon is
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believed to be a more relevant measure of electrode performance. Since cathode capacities are much higher than
corresponding anode capacities, the electrosorption capacity of an electrochemical cell built with porous carbon electrodes
is probably limited by its ability to accommodate anions [8,9].

Electrochemical Cells

Double-sided electrodes for the electrochemical cell were made by gluing two sheets of the CAC to both sides of a titanium
plate with graphite-filled epoxy. The titanium plate served as both a current collector and a structural support. Each sheet
of CAC was 4 in x 8 in x 0.010 in (10.16 cm x 20.32 cm x 0.0254 cm) and had a total estimated BET surface area of
-3.4x104 ft2 (3.2x107 cm2). A typical stack of 150 double-sided, titanium-supported electrodes had a total estimated BET
surface area of approximately - 1.Ox107 ft2 (9.4x109 cm2). Electrolyte flowed through the stack in open channels formed
between adjacent electrodes. An electrode separation of -0,027 in (0.069 cm) was maintained in these early cells by rubber
compression seals. By arranging the electrodes so that orifices alternate from one side of the stack to the other, flow from
the bottom of the stack to the top was serpentine. In desalination applications, the titanium will have to be replaced with a
less expensive alternative and smaller electrode separations (gaps) will be required.

Breakthrough in a Stack of Carbon Aero~el Electrodes

The total area of carbon aerogel sheet required to desalinate a given feed stream (S) can be estimated with the following
equation:

S=@)(cF-cP)@
0

(3)

where @ is the volumetric flow rate, CF is the concentration of salt in the feed stream, CP is the concentration of salt in the

product stream, cr is the area-specific electrosorption capacity of the carbon aerogel at CF, and r~ is the breakthrough time.
This equation assumes that the concentration shock wave is an abrupt step function. For the system to work properly, the
concentration shock wave must move through the stack more slowly than the liquid:

where ?R is the liquid phase residence time. The recovery ratio, R, k defined as the fraction of the feed recovered as
desalinated product and can be expressed in terms of rB and ?R.

This assumes that the flow mte during deionization and regeneration are equivalent. As ?Bbecomes greater than 7R, the

recovery ratio will increase. The electrode separation is determined by the recovery ratio and the concentration gradient
across the system.

As the anode-cathode separation(channelheight)becomessmaller,the pressuredrop increases.

Minimum Ener~v Reauired for Separation

(6)

The minimum work of separation of a feed mixture into impure products at constant temperature and pressure can be
computed with Equation 7:



(7)

where #i is the molar fraction of feed entering product. i, ~ji is the mole fraction of component~ in product i, ~d vi is the

activity coefilcient of component j in product i [31]. The Debye-Huckel model can be used to estimate the activity
coefficient of component j. The minimum theoretical work required by an isothermal process to separate SW (-35,000
ppm NaCl) or BW (-1000-10,000 ppm NaCl) into product and concentrate streams has been calculated. This calculation
requires that the activity coeftlcient of NaCl be estimated with the Debye-Huckel Theory. Assuming a recovery ratio of
0.5, the minimum theoretical work required for separation of SW (35,000 ppm NaCl) into product (100 ppm NaCl) and
concentrate streams is -2.0 Wh gal-’ (1.9 kJ L’), whereas the minimum theoretical work for generating the same product
from BW (2000 ppm NaCl) is only -0.10 Wh gal-l (0.09 kJ L-]). For reference, evaporation without energy recovery
consumes -2720 Wh gal-l (2587 kJ L-l).

Estimates of the Ener~v Rewired bv Carbon Aerozel Capacitive Deionization

In the specific case of carbon aerogel capacitive deionization, the total energy requirement per unit volume of product is
then calculated as:

~ Wpn,p,o,~ = (1- ‘) ‘.OIW.+ ‘potrfsi,i. + ‘*mic + ~w (8)

where c is the fraction of the stored elecm”cal energy that is recovered during discharge, or regeneration of the stack. An

energy recovery of approximately 50% (s- 0.5) should be relatively easy to achieve since no voltage conversion should be
required. The energy stored in the electrochemical cell during charging (deionization) can be estimated from the
expression for an ideal capacitor:

-;QVstotwd — (9)

where Q is the stored electrical charge and V is the cell voltage. Stored energy is available for recovery during discharge
(regeneration). Automated synchronous operation will be essential for energy recovery, as well as continuous production,
and has been demonstrated [32]. A prototype has been built and tested that can produce uninterrupted flows of product and
concentrate by operating two stacks of electrodes in parallel. One stack purifies while the other is electrically regenerated.
The stored energy per unit volume of product (JVStOre~)is calculated by dividing (U,lOre~)by the volume of water processed
per unit time. The parasitic loss term (Wparmiric)is calculated from the cell voltage and the observed parasitic current,

“which is in excess of the charging current. This current may be due to a fixed mass of electroactive reactant dissolved in
the feed, such as oxygen. The mechanical energy balance for an incompressible fluid is:

Au;
‘p+ lWJ+ ??pmpw’’.,p= o—+~Az+—

2gc gc p
(lo)

where ub is the change in average velocity of the electrolyte in the open channel between pairs of CAC electrodes, g is the
gravitational acceleration, gc is the gravitational constant, z is the elevation, p is the pressure, p is the electrolyte density,

lwfis the lost work due to friction, q- is the efilciency of the pump, and lV’U~Pis the energy required by the pump.
Based upon the Moody fiction factor, the lost work due to friction is:

(11)



where De is the equivalent diameter, defined as four times (4X) the hydraulic radius, r~. A regression analysis of
experimental pressure-drop data indicates that the Moody friction factor for a stack of 150 double-sided carbon aerogel
electrodes is:

14.3766
f= ~eo,,zw,

.
(12)

The y variance was 0.206, the x-y variance was 0.011, and the regression coefficient was 0.953, all indicating a good fit to
the data [24],

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

The intrinsic energy requirement for SW desalination with carbon aerogel CDI is QV/2, which is -36-37 Wh gal-’ (34-35
kJ L-l). An energy requirement less than that needed for RO can be envisioned through the use of potential-swing
operation with energy recovery; however, practical constraints on cell geometry, aerogel properties and product
concentration make this specific application of carbon aerogel CDI extremely challenging. Attractive scenarios for BW
desalination with less demanding cell designs can be found. However, dimensional tolerances are still tight (Table 1).

Table 1. Conditions for Four Different Cases with Feed Concentration of 2000 ppm

Data Ref. 24 Ref. 24 Ref. 24 Ref. 24
Source Table 6 Case 3 Table 6 Case 6 Table 7 Case 3 Table 7 Case 6
Voltage (V) 1.20 1.30 1.20 1.30

Breakthrough Time (rein) 120 60 120 60
CAC Density (gm cm-’) 0.413 0.800 0.413 0.800
CAC Thickness (cmh) 0.0 10/0.025 0.050/0.127 0.010/0.025 0.050/0.0127
Channel Length (fi) 36.36 1.51 34.67 1.45
Channel Height (in) 0.0251 0.0195 0.0272 0.0138

Channel Width (in) 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
Reynolds Number 3.32 3.32 3.32 3.33
Pressure Drop Across Electrodes (psi) 25.0x10-’ 2.2X1O’ 18.9x1O’ 6.0x10-’

Energy Recovery = 6 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.7

Energy (Wh gal-’) 2.51-2.59 0.77-1.01 2.44-2.47 0.73-1.06
Recovery (productFeed) Ratio= R 0.500 0.850 0.500 0.863
Product Concentration (ppm) 100 100 189 174
Production (GPD per 4000 ft’) 314 12817 329 13541
CAC Required for 5 MGPD (ft’) 63,720,335 1,560,401 60,749,960 1,476,960

In order to achieve high recovery ratios (0.85 < R <0.90), itwillbenecessqtouseCACSheetsthattie thicker(fiaerogel -

0.127 cm) and more dense @aeroge/ -0.8 g cm-3) than currently available in prototypes. With an electrode separation of
13.8x103 inches (0.035 cm), such a system should require 0.53-1.06 Wh gal-l (0.50-1.01 kJ L-l) to desalinate a stream
containing 1500-2000 ppm TDS. The range of estimated energy requirements for desalination of 2000 ppm BW with
carbon aerogel CDI is 0.53-2.59 Wh gal”’ (0.50-2.5 kJ L_’),depending upon voltage, flow rate, energy recovery, electrode
gap, CAC density and thickness, and other important variables [24]. With additional investments in research and
development, it maybe possible to develop carbon aerogel CDI to a point where practical, large-scale desalination of BW
is possible. However, such applications will probably require significant reductions in the costs of the aerogel.

Carbon aerogel electrodes have demonstrated the necessary selectivity and stability to enable them to serve as a viable
alternative to ion exchange resins for the remediation of Cr(VI)-contaminated ground water. Field tests at LLNL have
shown that carbon aerogel electrodes can be used to selectively remove 35 ppb Cr(VI) from contaminated ground water
with a 530 ppm TDS background [25]. Consequently, it may be possible to avoid the generation of large quantities of
secondary waste, produced during chemical regeneration of ion exchange columns.



SUMMARY

The intrinsic energy required by this process is approximatelyQW2,where Q is the stored electrical charge and Vis the
voltage between the electrodes,plus losses due to parasitic electrochemicalreactions, electrical resistance and pressure
drop. The estimatedrequirementfor desalinationof a 2000 ppm feed is estimated to be -0.53-2.59 Wh ga~’ (0.50-2.4 kJ
L-]), depending upon voltage, flow rate, cell dimensions, carbon aerogel density, recovery ratio and other parameters.
These estimates assume that 50-70% of the stored electrical energy is reclaimed during regeneration (electrical discharge).
The possibility of such low power requirements for desalination of BW, as well as the possibility of energy storage and
recovery, may make this process attractive for such applications. Though the intrinsic energy requirement for desalination
of SW is also relatively low, this application will be much more difficult. Additional work will be required to determine
the suitability of carbon aerogel CDI for desalination of streams that contain more than 5000 ppm total dissolved solids
(TDS). Applications at 2000 ppm will require refinements in carbon aeorgel synthesis, as well as further development of
electrochemical cells with low pressure drop and extremely tight, demanding tolerances. At the present time, the process is
best suited for streams with relatively dilute impurities, as recently demonstrated during a field test at LLNL Treatment
Facility C.
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